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A culturally significant landmark, with architecturally explicit plans for
an iconic, visionary live/work/create space.

Full planning permission has already been granted.
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Inherit the wild and wonderful landscape of this cliff-edged promontory,
approximately five acres rich in flora and fauna, unique and remarkable views, 

supreme solitude. With a rare heritage, history, and wild visual experiences .

//



LOCATION



The most visually compelling site available on the 
coast of Scotland. Thirty miles from cosmopolitan 
city Edinburgh and world-renowned golf courses – a 
strategically placed promontory of wild and restless 
landscape. Stand still and look over the dancing, crashing 
waves of the Firth of Forth, and what do you see?  A 
sweeping vista without cars, roads or buildings. It gives 
you a front-seat view of three of East Lothian’s most 
stirring landscapes. Including your nearest neighbour, 
the magnificent and monumental ruins of 14th century 
Tantallon Castle, perched on the cliff top to the east of 
Gin Head, a mere 300 metres away.

//

You can' t compare Gin Head with anything else, anywhere else, in the world.
Its position is unique, it has a history. It ’s a landscape of breathtaking natural forces,

of outstanding, elemental beauty, wild, wonderful.

//



TANTALLON CASTLE

Jutting into the North Sea, Gin Head commands astonishing 
coastal views.  Tantallon Castle, with its jagged keep and towered 
walls, was the 14th century stronghold of the Earls of Angus. 
Massive masonry walls preserve the memory of its history – 
siege and capture by Kings and Convenanters through centuries 
of turbulent history.

BASS ROCK

Tear your eyes away from Tantallon and look north from Gin 
Head’s coastline - a great barnacled knuckle of rock thrusts a 
hundred metres up from the sea.  This is the Bass Rock, a World 
Nature Reserve, home to the largest island gannet colony on 
earth. Uninhabited, this is a bird sanctuary of awe-inspiring size, 
with lighthouse. This mighty rock rises out of the sea 2.3km off-
shore. Monumental and totally unexpected, its impact on Gin 
Head’s vista is that of a grand, theatrical statement.

NORTH BERWICK LAW

Looking inland, you’ll see another of East Lothian’s striking 
landmarks – the momentous mound known as North Berwick 
Law. This extinct volcano rises 187 metres above sea level. The 
juxtaposition of this spectacular triumvirate  to Gin Head results 
in views that are not only unique but astonishing and utterly 

spectacular.

//

A dramatic environment in which to
live, breathe, marvel

//





The buildings still standing today are significant 
survivors of the Admiralty signals base founded 
here in 1943. In these buildings, scientists 
forensically explored captured German radar 
equipment, influencing the outcome of World 
War Two. Particularly crucial in the months 
leading up to the Allied Invasion of France.  
The deception and jamming operations tested 
here at Gin Head were key to the success of 
the D-Day landings in Normandy on 6th June, 
1944. They helped to deceive the German High 
Command into thinking that the British naval 
and airborne forces would arrive in France via 
the Pas de Calais, rather than in Normandy. The 
buildings that were designed for what turned 
out to be vital war work, built to withstand 
enemy action, have been explored in the 
architectural vision.

//

An opportunity to make this breathtaking site of historical interest
part of your own personal history

//

HISTORY

//

Gin Head comes with its own proud heritage of intrigue and history

//





ARCHITECTS

//

In keeping with the siege & combat
history of its location, we’re designing:

A Modern Fortress

//



LAZZARINI  P ICKERING
ARCHITETTI

As befitting the unique character of this site, the architects chosen to develop plans for it 
have an international reputation as cutting-edge, world-class practitioners. Based in Rome, 
the practice is headed by Italian Claudio Lazzarini and Australian Carl Pickering. 

//

One of the most extraordinary natural sites in Britain.

//



Sensitive to a landscape of natural forces, 
blending into it rather than springing out of it 
- this is an architectural vision that plays with 
giant sheets of glass, so you’re immersed in 
the elements.  It’s a sensational experience, 
providing a theatrical backdrop, a never-ending 
show of changing light as meteorological 
conditions change from hour to hour.

The landscape comes up and over the building, 
planting comes up and over voids and solids, 
providing between them a glorious integration 
of landscape and building.

It is a building of grand spaces, expansive  
staircases, magnificent reception rooms, 
massive skylights in the pool area, great sheets 
of glass that look out on internal couryards 
offering wrap-around transparency. This is 
idealised 3rd millennium living, with reference 
to Inigo Jones, Palladio.  Simply breathtaking.

Yet in spite of its awe-inspiring modernity, it is 
in the tradition of the big, hospitable English 
Country House, with a grand entrance to the 
courtyard, followed by a precision of places 
and rooms for a relaxed way of living.

//

The design is totally flexible – how do you want to live,
with whom? What do you want to incorporate, cinema, recording studio,

art spaces, emptiness?
  
//



//

Where does the house finish and the landscape begin?
With no defined boundaries, who knows?

//

Connected by covered walkways, it is designed as two villas - a higher villa and a lower villa, 
each giving a unique visual experience depending on the time of year.

The plans incorporate the existing buildings, so that the project takes up the same footprint as 
it did when an Admiralty station. The principal idea is to create landscape rather than a piece 
of architecture.

Connect the two principal volumes via sky-lit underground spaces, select and frame views so 
one has different perspectives and not a continuous 360 degree view, reduce visual impact of 
the development by bringing landscape over the volumes, create areas protected from wind 
for outdoor use, maintain existing volumes and footprint as much as possible.



//

A contemporary fortress

//
 

Make of the building what you will.  This is 
a space alive with possibilities – for myriad 
bedrooms, or a breathtaking studio space, or 
both. A cinema, an Olympic-size swimming 
pool, gracious, lofty living areas. It is a building 
waiting to happen. One that will justify 
Lazzarini Pickering’s place on the architectural 
world-stage. The realized building promises to 
be a futuristic gem, waiting to take its place in 
Scotland’s rich architectural heritage.





//

Make your mark on this wild and wonderful landscape, with its
extraordinary future-classic building waiting to happen, its backdrop of ever-changing high drama

and meteorological theatricals .

//





//

An outstanding opportunity to own this unique piece of real estate, with its superb location, 
fascinating history,  and awe-inspiring landscape of breathtaking natural forces

//
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